Existence of common homologous elements in the transcriptional regulatory regions of human nuclear genes and mitochondrial gene for the oxidative phosphorylation system.
Our previous study indicated that nuclear protein factors of HeLa cells specifically bind to three nuclear Mt elements, Mt1, Mt3, and Mt4, located in the 5'-flanking regions of the human nuclear genes for cytochrome c1 and for ubiquinone-binding protein, both of which are subunits of mitochondrial cytochrome bc1 complex (Suzuki, H., Hosokawa, Y., Toda, H., Nishikimi, M., and Ozawa, T. (1990) J. Biol. Chem. 265, 8159-8163). In this study, we examined whether the same nuclear factors could recognize a set of the Mt3 and Mt4 elements that were found in the displacement loop and the promoter region of mammalian mitochondrial genomes. Gel retardation experiments disclosed that the same nuclear protein factors specifically bind to those Mt elements in the human mitochondrial genome as well as to the nuclear Mt3 and Mt4 elements of the two genes, and that the coexistence of both the elements is required for the efficient binding. The nuclear protein factors which recognize the Mt elements located in the regulatory regions of the nuclear and mitochondrial genes may play an important role in coordinate expression of the two physically separated genes during mitochondrial biogenesis.